
Find the best products for the best price

Find ways to extract more value from logistics

6 ways procurement can use data to do their 
jobs better and add value to the business
There are a lot of data-driven tools available to procurement professionals today. If used correctly, these tools can 
result in anything from simple (but important) cost reduction, to creating and managing socially responsible supply 
chains. So how can procurement teams use all of this data and the myriad of tools available to them to drive better 
business outcomes?

We spoke to experts in the field and compiled six ways that procurement departments can use data to help them 
do their jobs better and add value to the business.

More than ever, pressure is on the supply chain to be cost-effective, and real-time pricing data is 
critical to the procurement function performing at the top of its game.

In the past, spending analytics was simply about trying to get information on what your company 
had bought and from whom. While this information is critical, on its own it doesn’t take you very 
far towards determining what to buy in the future and how much you should pay.

“Yesterday never happens again. What you’re buying tomorrow is going to be different,” says 
Roy Anderson, who leads procurement and digital transformation at supply chain payments 
company Tradeshift.

The advent of big data has significantly improved both buying and inventory decisions beyond 
just pricing. Rather than just basing decisions on the initial purchasing price, procurement 
professionals can use data to predict outcomes and drive decisions that impact the total cost of 
ownership of an asset.

Today, Anderson believes procurement professionals need to be able to collect data on an 
ongoing basis—pricing, availability, order accuracy, transport, and logistical costs—to determine if 
the supplier met service, quality, quantity, and delivery requirements, and to be able to compare 
these factors to the market.

Logistical costs vary considerably depending on variables such as the method, route, and quantity 
of goods being shipped.

Companies can use data to extract more value from logistics by modeling different scenarios to 
ascertain the ideal way to ship and package goods. By examining shipping and carrier data for 
their componentry, for instance, companies can better understand how cost and time impacts 
delivery and production. Waste and duplicated effort can be eliminated by identifying alternative 
shipping routes and delivery methods. The data can also be shared with current and prospective 
suppliers to help them improve their own service.

Wayne Evans, Head of Procurement in North America for CEVA Logistics, says data from the most 
unlikely of places can unearth insights that can help an organization’s logistics. He once worked 
for a large shipping company which provided its drivers with fuel cards to refuel their vehicles. As 
he mined the fuel card data, his team realized something quite unexpected.

“Someone happened to notice that the payment data had a timestamp, which let us understand 
when the drivers were fueling the vehicles,” Evans explains. “Several drivers were refueling during 
operational hours—which isn’t optimal for package delivery because it takes time away from 
delivering packages. Through this insight, we were able to inform the operations department—
who had no idea of this refueling practice—and through the data we were able to help them 
improve deliveries.”
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Understand supplier and customer behavior through 
unstructured sources—like social media

Unearth spending and other unseen insights

Unstructured data—such as text and social media—can be invaluable for obtaining unique 
insights into your own purchasing decisions and those of your customers. Unstructured data 
encompasses everything from Word and Excel documents to email and social media like 
Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter. This data can be a veritable goldmine for smart CPOs looking to 
gain that extra insight.

Social media can help companies identify key changes in customer habits, preferences and 
demands. Nick Easley, Chief Operating Officer at AssuriCare says social media metric analysis—
tracking tweets and Facebook posts—gives companies a good understanding of how people feel 
or what they’re saying about interacting with a product. Procurement professionals with access to 
this data can anticipate demand and make supply chain decisions accordingly.

Social media data could also help firms flag issues with their suppliers. For instance, Easley  says 
“I certainly wouldn’t want to do business—especially as an organization that has a large public 
face—with a company that, for instance, the world might be associating with greed, corruption, 
and bribery.”

Without the right data, many procurement teams are blind to a whole raft of challenges and 
opportunities they can’t even see.

Nikesh Parekh, the co-founder of Suplari, says procurement teams that lack easy, automated 
access to data are forced to be process-oriented. Such teams limit their own ability to be 
strategic because they are bogged down in the day-to-day running of their department and 
unable to see the forest for the trees.

“Most companies have line-of-sight and good management of their top 20-to-40 vendors, 
which probably accounts for 40% to 60% of a company’s spend,” says Parekh. “But the problem 
is that most companies will have 5,000 vendors that are largely unmanaged or left to their 
business partners to manage. Through data coupled with automation, procurement teams can 
dramatically increase the number of suppliers, negotiations, and sourcing events they’re able to 
execute—and drive broader strategic value.”

“But the problem is that most companies will have 5,000 
vendors that are largely unmanaged or left to their business 
partners to manage. Through data coupled with automation, 
procurement teams can dramatically increase the number of 
suppliers, negotiations, and sourcing events they’re able to 
execute—and drive broader strategic value.”
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Ready to source intelligently? Learn more at 
fairmarkit.com/product

Forecast better for a clearer future

Truly understand historical trends

It is the goal of all businesses to anticipate the market and plan for future growth—and with the 
right data analytics, procurement can play a key role in helping achieve these goals.

Anderson says for procurement teams to improve predictive analysis of their activities, they 
need to think like air traffic controllers. And to do this, you also need to be able to bring in 
third-party data elements, because critical for accurate forecasting of procurement needs is 
an understanding of general economic conditions, he says. And expect the unexpected, warns 
Anderson, encouraging procurement professionals to gain an understanding of how things like 
natural disasters or geopolitical events can impact their supply chains.

In December 2019, before the novel COVID-19 coronavirus spread globally, its economic impact 
was already being felt throughout global supply chains, explains Anderson of the virus which 
originated in China’s Wuhan province—a heavily industrialized center of manufacturing.

“By early 2020, an enormous part of the Chinese workforce was quarantined, and local companies 
were unable to produce or ship product. This quickly impacted global industries such as 
automotive and electronics,” explains Anderson. “No one would have thought a virus would shut 
down shipping lines, but it did. Those are the risks you need to bring into your analysis.”

Bringing third-party data into your analysis helps you understand things like where your risk is and 
where you need to line up alternative suppliers, says Anderson.

When it comes to procurement, hindsight is only 20/20 if you have the right data. 

Good historical data is invaluable for identifying trends or unearthing risks in a procurement 
process. But a lack of faith in the quality and scope of the data can often discourage CPOs, says 
Easley. Yet he encourages procurement professionals to be unperturbed in the face of 
missing data.

“Part of good leadership is understanding when to cut your losses and start over,” says Nick. “But 
starting over doesn’t necessarily mean throwing everything out. When it comes to historical data, 
I always encourage people to really challenge themselves by asking how much they truly need. 
Perhaps they don’t actually need a year’s worth of data to understand a trend. Or they may not 
need 100% of the information to be able to help make an informed decision.”

If you’re still unsure what you need to unearth historical trends, Easley suggests taking small steps 
and seeing what results you get.

“If you’re uncomfortable with the data you have and you feel you need to start over, you may not 
need to wait an entire year to interrogate or understand the trends. Adjusting for seasonality, 
compare what it looks like for a day, to what it looks like for a week. And if there isn’t much of a 
change, then maybe watch it for a month. The point is, statistics and sampling can be your best 
friend in the absence of pure, objective, organized, quantifiable data.”
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